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cigarettes were considered a sacred relic from another age, closely
associated with the celluloid age of film that lasted until the VR cube
entertainment shift of the 2040s. Kilgore was one of the ones who could
still indulge in such a vice, a relic vice at that. It was part of his job. Or,
rather, it fit the description of his gig. He worked in relic services; Whit
Kilgore was a procurer of the ephemeral artifacts that remained after the
post-carbon collapse. He mostly specialized with relics from the cine-age.
There weren’t many people who could afford such trinkets in the midst of
a decaying planet, but those who could were no doubt also waiting here in
Bamboo City for a cloned lung and had plenty of time to spend sitting in a
dark room viewing fragmented narratives saved through the crystalline
drives— small crystalline cubes that served as archives for all that remained
from the pre-digital era.
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Whitaker Samuel Kilgore popped a synth-tab of simul-drine and
finished smoothing out his smartly cropped thick slate-colored hair, sliding
the laser-comb slowly across the left side and parting his lengthy mop in
the style of the day, diagonally covering partially the right side of his
chiseled face if the synthetic bees wax hair product failed at doing its job.
In a few minutes, the simul-drine would make the throbbing headache
from his mescal hangover dissipate. He should’ve taken the tab the night
previous but was enjoying himself too much to want to forgo any
millisecond of the experience to remind himself of the need to prepare for
the next day’s outing. He slightly rearranged his un-tucked, collarless dyed
indigo bamboo button-down shirt and slipped on a standard pair of
bamboo footpads. He was happy to be back in Bamboo City. Where else
on-planet could you still get a fresh tobacco rolled cigarette? Some said
Bamboo City was indeed the only place left to do so.
Everyone here wanted to die a little, in a place where within a given
three block vicinity, there were vertical farms, synthetically growing cloned
lung tissue just waiting to re-install it into the body of only the wealthiest
.05% who could still afford such a vice as smoking. In the year 2075,
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took a deep pull from the cigarette and was happy that he had asked for
the 10-cigarette parcel of Darjeeling blend laced with a blonde hashish that
burned sweet smoke into the air around him as he turned and set off for
the day. Kilgore would be meeting up with a bamboo merchant who had a
bizarre interest in the filmic works of one Leonid Kastor, a relatively
obscure filmmaker who came to prominence in the late 2020s with his
avant-garde silent film remakes of Apocalypse Now and E.T. among
others. He used old projection technics and re-transcribed the films into
surrealist absurdist masterpieces specifically made with the VR cubes in
mind. Research would seem to indicate that Kastor’s films were basically
done for free as a promotional gimmick for the VR cube gaming-system
marketing department. Some said Kastor didn’t even truly exist. That he
was one of the first fully automated artificial intelligence filmmakers. But
those rumours didn’t really matter much to most people any more. Kilgore
could tell, Leonid Kastor had more than likely been a pen name for a
collective of punk-VR cube hackers who made films for crypto-cash in
their spare time. The films were certainly human, and most certainly a relic
in the 2070s. Their value was indeed difficult to estimate. But for one Taj
Darpesh, they might as well have been priceless.
Whit Kilgore thought Kastor’s films looked like shit, but then again,
he preferred the work of Jean-Pierre Melville. Kilgore, after all, was a
connoisseur of the moving-image himself, so he had to empathize with his
clients a bit. In particular when it came to the sacred cine-relics such as the
VR cube Kastor used to make his films. Any footage of Kastor’s work was
hard to come by, and Kilgore had to call in a myriad of favors at the
Aerospace and Post-Carbon Collapse Archive to get the deal done.
Besides, Darpesh was someone the Global Space Agency needed to please.
That’s why Whit Kilgore was sent in anyway. Bond over rare, nerdy 21st
century virtual reality fossil cubes that hardly still functioned at full
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Kilgore stuffed a tightly rolled cigarette into the corner of his mouth
and gently pushed the tiny button on the left frame side of his holograph
lunettes. Suddenly the holographic lenses, made out of tiny nano-crystals,
seemingly emerged out of nothing to cover his eyes protecting them from
the sun and providing him with a myriad of data for the day ahead. He
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of the global post-carbon collapse. Of course, what most people didn't
know was that the VR cube’s quantum computers were also the same tech
that initially provided the memory and energy output needed to bring the
first off-planet colonies and new growth exo-forests online. Taj Darpesh
might like some shitty early 21st century genre film rip off, but the wealthy
entrepreneur also had access to one of the only quantum computer systems
still functioning on-planet. And he was using it merely as a glorified film
projector.
So they sent in Agent Kilgore, with his penchant for the early history
st
of 21 century avant-garde media and his renown as cine-relic procurer
extraordinaire. It was not often that Whitaker Kilgore found himself in
Bamboo City but he’d enjoy his time in the wooden city while he could
even if that meant having to memorize, frame by frame, the VR cube remix
of the beach scene from some remake of a lost war by the Americans.
Kilgore took another drag from the cigarette and began to notice the effects
of the hashish.
He made his way through the narrow streets of the Cine-District
and installed himself at a table in a small corner café. He was starving. He
ordered a double rice omelet topped with green onions and dumplings on
the side along with a reishi murshoom coffee. If Kilgore timed it right, he’d
be able to scarf down the food before Taj Darpesh would arrive. The
simul-drine was already pulsing through his veins and his hangover was
already gone. And as he worked his way through an early breakfast, he
began to flip through the data feeds on his lunettes. The Global Rupee had
gone up again in the currency market. That was good news. One of the
only remaining global digital currencies that still worked in both the virtual
sphere and the meatspace. Kilgore immediately blinked three times to
orchestrate the payment iris reading meter in the top left-hand corner of
the sheath of nano-crystals that created the lenses for his holographic
lunettes. He had successfully paid for the rest of his stay and all food,
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capacity and ingratiate himself to one of the only people who still had
access to the VR cube quantum computer system network cloud.
The VR cube quantum computer may have been the engine of one
of the greatest global gaming systems worldwide by the late 2020s, but by
the 2040s, it had all but completely been forgotten by way of the beginning
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in Euro-Bucks. The European-American currency had been losing ground
to the Global Rupee for quite some time now in the East and while
directional longitude and latitude didn’t much matter in the VR realm, in
Bamboo City, where one was perpetually immersed in both the real and the
virtual, Global Rupees were a wiser option. Besides, they still handed out
print money here in the Cine-District which could be used pretty much
anywhere within the inner canal areas and Kilgore knew that for those
who couldn’t afford the digital currency IDs anymore or who had, on the
contrary, chosen to de-grid themselves, a nice stack of Global Rupees
would be beneficial to have in hard currency in case he stumbled across a
specific clientele who might prefer cold hard cash. As the waiter brought
him his second cup of mushroom coffee, he plopped down a large stack of
Rupees in front of Kilgore. A green light blinked in the upper right-hand
side of Kilgore’s periphery on his lunettes denoting the sum of print
currency in Global Rupees he was allowed. 400 Delhi bucks. That was it!
“Hey, garcon, would it be too presumptuous to assume you would
be interested in making that stack double in size?” Kilgore bemoaned,
revealing a silver case of rolled tobacco-hash Darjeeling cigarettes.
“I mean, I understand the protocols, but something tells me, in a fine
coffee establishment like this one, a man might be able to engage in some
sort of bartering arrangement?”
“I’m sorry Mr. Kilgore but as you know, I’m only allowed to
provide you with the limit amount of cash allotted to you by way of the
Bamboo City Currency Ledger, Ltd. But you know this already, it’s
indicated in the upper right-hand corner of your lunettes, is it not?”
The waiter carefully picked up the plate with the small remnants of
omelet and dumpling that remained. And as the waiter turned to walk
back inside the bistro, Kilgore noticed that in the place of the plate laid
another stack of 200 Delhi bucks. He glanced back down where he had
placed the case of cigarettes and it was gone. The waiter was all right after
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drink, and other miscellany that he might require during his time in
Bamboo City. Thanks to predictive purchasing nano-tech, his monthly
expenditures for his past visits to the City had been reconfigured and he
had already been granted a limit of 3500 Global Rupees to spend during
his two-week stay. A way better purchasing limit than if he kept his funds
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all, Whit Kilgore thought to himself. Had Kilgore been here before? Had
the BCCL already anticipated this question and demand of the waiter
thanks to the predictive purchasing algorithms since Kilgore’s last visit?
These questions drifted just as quickly from Whit Kilgore’s mind. He’d be
better off saving his moments of rumination for more important things. He

“Ah, Mr. Kilgore, I’m sorry to keep you waiting. Can I interest you
in a box of finely rolled Darjeelings? A gift for your long travels to get here
on such short notice.”
Whit Kilgore smiled to himself, good ole Darpesh had come
through. The gift giving would commence per the usual customs. Even in
Bamboo City in 2075, the world might be on the brink of collapse, but
figures such as Taj Darpesh still maintained a sense of respect and reliance
on old customs and traditions.
Kilgore opened the box and pulled out another smoke.
“Good day, Mr. Darpesh. I certainly could use such a wondrous gift
after such a fine meal. I won’t be saving up for a cloned lung any time
soon, but what the hell, today’s a moment for celebration.”
Whit Kilgore took out his laser comb and carefully combed back his
floppy diagonal bangs that protruded down the side of his face. He then
took advantage of the laser comb’s heat capacity, pressed a button on the
side and switched the setting to cut mode and aimed it at the Darjeeling
cigarette he had just placed in the corner of his mouth. The cigarette
sparked and a small flame appeared and a plume of smoke ensued. Kilgore
took a long pull and then placed the cigarette down in the ashtray and slid
the comb back into his shirt pocket. As he retrieved his hand from the
pocket it could be seen clasping onto a small, marble-sized cube which
Kilgore causally rolled over to Darpesh from across the table.
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grabbed the extra print currency and stuffed it into the pocket of his blazer.
It was 8:30am on the dot. Darpesh would be here soon. And sure
enough, as Kilgore set down his cup of coffee and raised his head back up
to look out onto the bustling street, he could see Darpesh, making his way
to the cafe through the throngs of well-clad eco-tourists no doubt tripping
balls on one of the nano-tech cine-hallucination programs widely popular
in the inner canal area of the Cine-District.
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“And certainly, you might be interested in this little gem of filmic
genius. Kastor’s entire filmography.”
Taj Darpesh stared at the tiny cube in awe. One of the wealthiest
men in Bamboo City and perhaps one of the wealthiest residing on-planet,
and Darpesh eschewed his boredom in such a stunning locale by VR
Cubing1 early 21st century works like those of Leonid Kastor? He certainly
wasn’t heading up into the beautiful mountain trails and exploring the
Buddhist monasteries that resided there.
But you had to admire Darpesh, Kilgore reminded himself, he was
integral into how the off-planet colonies and the exo-reforestation
projects were able to connect their data back with the GSA. The Global
Space Agency needed Darpesh and he knew it.
Kilgore just wanted to get on with the formalities and make his way
over to the APCC Archive and get things over with. He had other things on
his agenda for later in the day like his annual Chandraki match with one of
the oldest Buddhist monks at the monastery. Something Darpesh and his
VR cubes would never understand.
As the two men made their way through the security protocols at
the entryway of the archive, passing through the sculpture garden and
down a dark narrow hallway into the main archival atrium, Whit Kilgore
was already quick at work filing the GPS tracking protocols for the
crystalline drive with the APCC Archive indicating that the complete works
of one Leonid Kastor were now in possession of one Taj Darpesh.
Kilgore shared a quick conversation with Maria Xu Wei, the young
curator, and then nodded to Taj Darpesh that it was now time for him to
complete the transfer of the cine-relic into his possession from the archive.
1

See also:
VR-Cubed /vee-arr queue bed/
1. VR-Cubed: term referring to someone who has spent too much time in Virtual Reality gaming
space.
“Man, that dude has spent too much time with the cine-relics. He looks pretty VR-Cubed to me.”
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VR-Cubing /vee-arr queue being/
Verb
Slang term meant to describe the binge habit of hacking into Virtual Reality Cube gaming
systems and concentrating the VR neural-network of multiple Virtual Reality games into a single
direct neural-net for the user/player/viewer.
“We were VR-Cubing with some friends when the earthquake happened.”
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and toggled until he arrived at his BCCL account and blinked three times
to transfer the agreed upon sum of 45,000 Global Rupees into the
Archive’s account. And with that, the transaction was complete. Kilgore
could see the shared ecstasy that seemed to resonate between both Darpesh
and the astonished youngish curator who had just brokered one of her first
account deals for the Archive’s museum. Whit Kilgore’s job was almost
done. He shook hands with Taj Darpesh and escorted him out the front
corridor and through the sculpture garden of the Archive.
“So long Mr. Darpesh. You’re now the proud owner of the only
remaining crystalline drive of the complete works of Leonid Kastor.
Including the extended, director’s remix cut of Apocalypse Now Reverb
Virtuel.”
Kilgore smiled and waved to an excited man of tremendous wealth
and perhaps, in Whitaker Kilgore’s opinion, some of the worst taste in VR
films on-planet—of those who still even cared about such a thing. But in
these times, such an artifact’s worth had much more to do with its rarity
and of course, considering that hardly any VR Cubes even still existed onplanet or actually functioned properly, the VR cube of Leonid Kastor’s
work definitely fit the description of a relic.
Kilgore turned and headed down an adjacent street making his way
out past the inner canal zones. He was still somewhat stoned from the
Darjeeling cigarette from a couple hours earlier but not so much that he
wouldn't be able to enjoy his Chandraki match with Lama Dorje. He
crossed the street and made his way through large throngs of peddlers and
eco-tourists and other wealthy .05 percenters spending as many Global
Rupees as the BCCL would grant them access to in hard currency as they
no doubt waited for their cloned lungs to be harvested. The haze of smoke,
pollution, and humidity only thickened as the temperatures began to rise
and the sun began to beat down. You could see everyone begin to switch
on their nano-fibre UV protection coatings almost simultaneously as the
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Darpesh smiled and looked directly into the young curator’s eyes and
removed his holograph lunettes. She scanned his retina and confirmed his
identity. Darpesh then placed the eyeglass frames back onto his ears to rest
comfortably and the holographic lenses of nano-crystals just as quickly rematerialized. He glanced in the upper right-hand corner of the lens screen
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atmospheric temperature reading for the city had already hit 58 degrees
Celsius at 10:30 am. Kilgore heard a slight beep and glanced at the purple
light flickering in the lower corner of his lunettes. It was Maria Xu Wei,
the youngish curator from the archive sending him an invitation to
symbio-synch later and partake in a halo-port session. He had known she

Whitaker Kilgore was somewhere between all of them when he
thought about it. A mix of high and lo-tech, living on a constant
borrowed time thanks to his position as an agent in relic services and
jacked up with a number of synth upgrades to help him blend in with them
all. He was the human equivalent of Tofu. He blended in with any flavor
he was mixed with. He had to.
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was interested in him based off the ambient energy return picked up by his
empath sensor. Kilgore had some of the last remaining sense-tech available
on-planet at his disposal. Most of which was outlawed in Bamboo City for
obvious diplomatic and trade reasons. But for someone of Whit Kilgore’s
employment level, well, you were invited into Bamboo City to do a job for
the entire community on-planet and off-planet.
Kilgore might not have had a large per diem, he would never be able
to gain access to one of the cloned lungs at the Pulmena Technics, ltd., but
he was well revered and he had immunity to move among all 5 of the
concentric canals without having to stop at any of the checkpoints. He was
a specter in plain sight. He blended in. And, thanks to government grade
synth implants, he appeared to be around 35 years-old although unlike
most of the others wandering the streets in Bamboo City, he had no cloned
organs, and had a real body age of around 65 years-old despite all the
nano-tech and other implements. He was agile and he was strong, but he
was still mortal, at the very least, much more mortal than most of these
other walking tech-jobs. But Whit Kilgore had just crossed through the
second canal area and so he was now walking with the largest mixture of
tech-jobs and patients waiting for cloned organ transplants. The farther
out into the actual mountainous landscape he would journey, the closer he
would come to finding his way to the realm of the ascetics, the degridders, and the poor, basically those who either rejected the advances of
nano-tech, or who were too poor to afford them or both.
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Kilgore blinked twice with his left eye to confirm the selection in the
lower right side of his lunettes: yes— he’d be most delighted to have a tea
ceremony with the young curator. No, most certainly not— he would have
to pass on symbio-synching with her or indulging in a halo-port session.
No way he was going to do a symbio-synch with a new employee at the

Whit Kilgore could still recall the first time he found his way onto
the dirt paths zig-zagging up the mountainside for a trail run and to the
wondrous thousand stone steps leading up to the monastery. Kilgore was
by no means a Buddhist. He did however appreciate their ascetic
determinations, their ruminations on emptiness and their belief in the
afterlife and a peaceful rapport with all living beings. He liked most of their
stances on things, but in the world he lived in, there’s merely provided a
refuge of belonging for a brief moment before getting called back out and
sent to another job brokering some satellite deal with a wealthy merchant
who had a fetish for one relic of some sort or another.
Moving from landscape to landscape, brokering the deals for Relic
Services and avoiding getting put into the retirement sector. That was Whit
Kilgore’s principal task. By 2060, only 5% of the population even had a job
let alone got a chance to retire. Employment remained only for a minute
few and usually lasted for about 15 years between the ages of 30 and 45 if
one was even fortunate enough to be selected to work.
And yet at 55, Whit Kilgore was one of the lucky ones. He was
granted with the departmental tools to attain a second stint of gainful
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APCC Archive. He had to keep his distance from those he worked for
temporarily. A tea ceremony would be enough. It would give him the
proper time to get to know just who Maria Xu Wei was (outside the data
feeds they both could acquire from each other) and allow him an
opportunity to maybe get his hands on the Archive’s network protocols
and GPS coordinates for Taj Darpesh’s VR Cube. Kilgore was working for
two agencies on this job after all, for the Archive but also for the Global
Space Agency.
But for now, he was late to meet Lama Dorje. If he was lucky,
Kilgore would make it up the mountain to the top of the monastery’s stone
steps in time for lunch.
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employment, and part of that meant adhering to the protocols of Relic
Services. He would be provided with the neuro-tech and nano-clothes to
resemble any 30 year-old tech-job he might come across. The elevated
neuro-regenerative functions of his brain had synched with the medical
materials for the job meaning he would be capable of working for at least

Upon making his way to the stone steps, a number of memories
resurfaced. Had it already been 10 years since he had begun working with
Relic Services? Time didn’t really mean much anymore at such a small
scale and so Kilgore was cognizant, having been off-planet and on-planet
so many times, that what really mattered were the medical screening
updates he received in his data feeds. The last one he received indicated
that his lung capacity was still in the top 5% for Earth born humans of the
age of 25. His heart had an age of a 35 year-old, but at a true Earth age of
65 years-old, Kilgore was required to run another damn 100kms for a
neural pathway examination. In other words: Memory Work. It all pretty
much came down to that these days for anyone working at his pay grade at
the Archive or the Relic Services Division of the Space Agency. Kilgore
pressed the tiny button on the left side of his lunettes and the nano-crystal
lenses once again materialized. The sat-com network would soon no
longer be available at his current altitude and so he wanted to see if he’d
heard back from Maria Xu Wei. She had confirmed their rendezvous for a
tea ceremony, but it had to be two days from now. Shit. Kilgore toggled
through the other messages that he had piled up for him during the twohour timeline he had shut down his data-feeds to trail run through the
Mountain landscape.
The tea ceremony, it would surely as well involve more memory
work. He already knew it. It wasn’t a coincidence that he was almost
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another 15 years. That was what the contract was for. Kilgore would no
longer have a desk job and would be out in the field as it were. Tracking
down relics for the Archive and passing on and locating information for
the Global Space Agency. 10 years later into the contract, Whit Kilgore had
acquired a great number of habits of the trade. Some of which were good
and some of which were not so good. It was time for him to go play
Chandraki with Lama Dorje.
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galloping his way down the mountainous dirt paths hopping over roots
and rocks bouncing from left to right trying to push the pace. He’d been
relying on his own synthetic oxygen mesh for a while now off-planet like
everyone else in the exo-sphere and so he knew that it also affected his
neuro-readings considering he’d only been back on-planet for less than a

And so Whitaker Samuel Kilgore found himself once again, making
the same pilgrimage up the steep stone steps leading to the monastery. He
glanced at the upper corner of the lunettes and he could see that it was
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week. The timing was just a bit off. The archive and the Space Agency
probably set up his job with Darpesh to align it with a training check-up.
They knew he favored this mountain path and liked to run here. He had
good memories there. So, of course, it would be a good way to test
whether or not his neuro-processes were still functioning like a 30 yearold or whether the 65 year-old was still lingering somewhere beneath all
the layers of neuro-tech.
Kilgore had heard about the effects of some of the agents off-planet
who orbit-jumped too many times. Moving back and forth from one
atmosphere to another could eventually create a fissure between the neurotech that kept their brains in synch with their bodies and the gravitational
differences between life on-planet and life in the off-planet colonies.
You’d be fine staying in one atmosphere or another, but orbit-jumping too
many times a year over a 10 year-span could take its toll on an agent.
Hence the rigorous neuro-regenerative protocols. Whit Kilgore probably
didn’t really need to worry that much, based off the data he was still able
to pull through his lunettes synched to his gill-runners, he had already
clicked off 20 miles in two hours at high altitude. That was pretty
exceptional considering he had shut off his oxygen mesh upon arrival to
Bamboo City so he could smoke the occasional Darjeeling without alerting
anything in his data-feeds on the sat-coms. His pace was rather
impressive, he thought to himself, and must be due in part to the
atmospheric adaptation he had acquired being off-planet for the past three
months. But now, back running on the familiar dirt paths, he recalled those
relentless hours training on the mountain trails and encountering the
occasional monk in training pursuing their kaihōgyō.
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coms didn’t function so well up at the monastery. Maybe he could get
down the mountain and back into Bamboo City proper and take a shower
before having to jump through a myriad of hallucinatory hoops so they
could get a proper reading of his working memory spectrum. He reached
the top of the steps and slowly caught his breath. He could see a young
monk in the dress of the kaihōgyō in the distance. He was doing his own
form of memory work as well, Kilgore thought.
Whit Kilgore might be sporting a pair of standard GSA gill-runners,
but he and the young monk had a lot in common nevertheless. In their
own unique ways, they were both undergoing their neuro-exams, Kilgore
thought to himself as he quickly stared down at his shoes, catching his
breath while he watched the exo-lab runner-pads breathing in and out
with a fish-gill neuro-netting, loosening up around his ankles and feet in
tune with the slowing down of both his heart-rate and oxygen in-take.
Gill-runners were a bizarre yet vital creation of the GSA exo-labs and
their bizarreness never escaped Kilgore’s attention. His eyes scanned the
horizon looking for Lama Dorje. He had to be here somewhere. He saw
the young monk removing another pair of shredded waraji, specially
tailored bamboo-foot pads unique for the ritual of the kaihōgyō.
Lama Dorje appeared almost out of nowhere carrying a bowl of tea
for his old friend.
“And so, Whitaker. You’ve come for memory work once again. To
reckon with your mirrors. You would have been a good monk, Master
Whitaker. Even with those fish-like running slippers you’ll be stuck
wearing for the next six months!”
Lama Dorje smiled and chuckled.
Kilgore smiled back at his old friend and quickly interjected in jest.
“Ah, come on, Dorje. You know you’d like to have a pair as well,
but there’s a tad bit of pride in the ascetic life, yes? Why indulge in such an
extravagance as these runner-pads?”
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almost 1:00 pm. He still had about a mile to go straight up the steps in
order to reach the garden of the monastery. He knew that he should be
able to grab some food upon arrival and then perhaps chat with Lama
Dorje before continuing with the memory test. But it wasn’t for Kilgore to
decide. It was up to the alerts in the data-feeds. Luckily for him, the sat-
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Whit Kilgore was indeed glad to see his old friend. But he sensed
that Lama Dorje was all too aware that he’d be arriving this early
afternoon. He gladly cupped the bowl of tea presented to him by his old
friend.
Kilgore took a long drink of green tea and as he raised his head out
of the bowl, to his astonishment, Lama Dorje was also clad in a pair of
patented GSA Exo-lab gill-runners. He looked at the smiling face of the
Buddhist monk and then to his feet with the brownish orange and maroon
gill-runners breathing in and out in tune with the old monk’s breath.
“Well, I can’t believe my eyes. Dorje,” Before Whit Kilgore could get
another word out, the revered Buddhist elder engaged him as an equal.
Kilgore could see a twinkle in the old monk’s eyes and the Buddhist
teacher quickly glanced over to his young apprenticing monk gesturing to
grant him some privacy with his old friend.
“Daishen, please excuse me and Mr. Kilgore for a moment. I know
you have to sweep out the main dining hall, yes.”
“I’m wearing these gill-runners, Whit, because we’re going to go for
a nice jog.”
Kilgore froze. What the fuck? Having just ran over 20 miles for the
first time in months without an oxygen mesh, Kilgore wasn’t sure he could
even run another half-mile. Then it dawned on him: this was the
beginning of his neuro-examination: his memory work.
“Memory work”. Lama Dorje smiled echoed the words at the same
time Kilgore thought them. This, no doubt, was perhaps why the GSA had
left their monastery alone. The monks seemed to share some of the same
exo-pathic qualities as the exo-indigenous. And now, apparently, they
even helped in providing training and evaluations for the Archive and Relic
Services.

“I’m wearing these damn fancy fish-shoes, so why else would I be
wearing them? We have to talk, Master Whitaker. As you can surmise,
time is of the essence now, you will be taking part in a tea ceremony in two
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“You really want to go for a run, right now, Dorje?”
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feeds he was in contact with.
And with that, Dorje took off in a light trot down the 1,000 stone
steps out of the monastery garden leading down into the heart of the
mountain trails.
Kilgore took a deep breath, sighed, and exhaled, his gill-runners
followed suit and as he raised his left foot to begin running, the shoes
became snug again, anticipating that they were going for another journey
down the mountain paths.
Dorje’s pace quickened at a surprising rate for a man of 80 yearsold. He seemed to have fallen back into the same old floating technique
that the monks who had completed the 1,000 day marathon were known
for. It might have been 45 years since the old sage had attempted such a
journey but the grace with which he cut through the landscape and moved
down the mountain paths was astonishing. Kilgore pulled up beside him
and they began to move in rhythm.
“Memory is a strange thing, Master Whitaker. It seems like
yesterday I was wandering down these mountain paths, lighting a candle
here and there at a sacred site, paying my respects and meditating with the
great masters who came before me.” Dorje looked to his right as they
circled around a mountain lookout pointing to a small formation of stones
peering over the side of the mountain and the valley below.
“I meditated days on end at that site, having lively conversations
with Master Ikkyū and playing the infinite game with him. But that was
merely training for much larger affairs, to accept the void of existence and
fill that emptiness with the plenitude underlying it. I have been contacted
by your employers at the Global Space Agency and the APCC Archive.
They paid me a visit several weeks ago and said you would be arriving in
Bamboo City on business. Master Whitaker, we have to do some memory
work together. It is necessary that we think this site together, these
mountain paths that you as well ran as a younger man and which led you
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days with the lovely Maria Xu Wei. And I just want to see if these gillrunners are any better than our precious waraji.”
Whit Kilgore realized that Dorje was serious. Of course he knew
about Maria Xu Wei and the tea thing. Dorje didn’t have any holographic
lunettes, he ignored the sat-coms, but he still had his own sacred data-
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to the steps of my monastery so many years ago. There has been an exoreforestation install in the Northern States. Alexandria_4538. And there is a
relic.”
Kilgore already knew where this was heading. He looked out into
the landscape and recalled his early trail runs— hours and hours spent
wandering at a slow and arduous pace down the trails, besieged by night
and unsure if he would be able to continue on. And then he had stumbled
across the stone steps leading up to the monastery. He found shelter and
kindness there. A warm bowl of broth and rice. Lama Dorje had asked for
Fumiko to provide him with a footbath and soak his well-worn feet. Whit
Kilgore ended up staying at the monastery for two weeks. Wandering
down the trails during the day and returning to eat and sleep there in the
evening when the sun set on the horizon.

“Your intuitive awareness of exo-pathic and your time spent
running these mountain trails, learning to be a part of this landscape and
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“I remember you teaching me how to listen to these mountain paths
and to respect the voices that I heard.” Kilgore stated to his old friend as
they descended down farther into the wooded trail.
Kilgore had briefly learned some of the ways in which the monks
engaged with the mountain as a living entity and part of the landscape and
how the spirits watched over them. His time in the mountains and the
monastery had certainly helped him when he was off-planet later in the
exo-forests, and to his surprise, he had acquired the ability to partially
communicate exo-pathically. And he knew that Lama Dorje was in part
responsible for this. Most exo-pathic speakers in the off-planet colonies
couldn’t speak out loud per se, they merely felt everything they
communicated, in a collective rapport and harmony with the entire exoforest. Upon a number of occasions, Whit had been able to see-feel their
language. It had helped him negotiate a number of incidents between the
scientific council working for the Space Agency and the exo-indigenous
tending to the proper care of the cloned new-growth forests on the offplanet exo-colonies.
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back toward the monastery’s steps. He could feel his old friend’s breathing
slow as he stopped jogging and began to walk slowly up the steep steps.
Kilgore finally switched on his holograph lunettes and saw that they
had been running for over three hours. And yet, he felt no fatigue at all.
The tech-jobs with their calf-muscle implants and oxygen mesh
enhancements had nothing on Lama Dorje, Kilgore thought.
“And they have no advantage over you and your fish shoes, either,
my dear Whitaker.” Dorje was reading his thoughts again.
“You must trust in your innate abilities. You came to see me
because I am your friend and the mountains and the monastery are a part
of your memory and who you are. You became who you are running these
trails and climbing these steps. Your Chandraki skills are not the best but
you play fairly. You were born in the Northern States and you are also at
home running in the root-filled crevices and trails of exo-forest.”
Kilgore looked up and astonishingly, they were back seated in the
monastery garden sitting around a Chandraki board.
“The relic is an old manuscript containing the star-maps and the
preparation for ingesting heliotite. You must go speak with the Shaman
there. He more than likely already knows you are coming to pay him a
visit. The Archive needs to retain this relic per the protocol. You know the
drill. A reforestation install, the Shaman brings everything online and then
someone…”
Kilgore interrupted him.
“Someone…someone has to retrieve the relic and return it to the
Archive and the GSA. Yeah, I know the routine. The Northern States, huh?
I can almost taste the fresh oxygen and the scent of pine forest sucking the
CO2 out of the atmosphere.” Kilgore exclaimed, excited to be working on
an exo-forest install of cloned new-growth forest.
Lama Dorje continued.
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the time you’ve spent orbit-jumping from exo-colony to Bamboo City and
the monastery makes you an important figure to help with this situation.”
Lama Dorje continued jogging lightly and floating through the dirt paths,
amazingly no sweat at all dripping from his forehead.
Kilgore could see that Dorje had steered them down a path circling
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“But they also need you to send a communiqué for Elda Welty.
Alexandria_4538 is now in a position to have a much larger quantity of
clean freshwater than all of Bamboo City. The cloning operations at
Pulmena Technics, ltd. have exceeded their water use for years and the
reservoir is no longer under the authority of Bamboo City’s council of
elders but in the hands of the Bamboo City Currency Ledger. The water is
being secured for the canal areas around the eco-tourist hubs and clone
banks. We have to create another water reservoir for the locals living on
the outskirts of the city.”
Whit Kilgore could see what had happened. The city was slowly
losing control of its autonomy to people like Taj Darpesh. The clonedlungers and eco-tourists that had initially saved Bamboo City, were now
siphoning the water supply from the local populous. The GSA and the
APCC Archive surely were working to secure a separate reservoir as well.
And to be able to tunnel-port that much water 10,000 kms from
Alexandria_4538 back up to Bamboo City, you’d have to be able to
synch-up with the quantum-computer network cloud off-planet. And
that’s why they had sent him here in the first place to get that crappy
crystalline-drive of Leonid Kastor VR films for Darpesh.
It was all beginning to make sense.
“Heliotite2, eh? — the lunar connector, the substance of the
universe— Yeah, I thought most of it had been mined from the asteroid
Heliotite /hee-lee-oh-tite/Also known as “the blue metal”. A rare azure-colored exo-metal first
discovered by the exo-indigenous in the aftermath of a meteor shower off the lunar-coast in the
late 2050s. While the meteor shower had decimated a myriad of the lunar eco-tour infrastructures,
it had also left large deposits of the bright blue exo-metal that scientists would eventually learn
had incredible medicinal properties and functioned somewhat like a combination of caffeine, dmt,
lithium, and a telescopic lens.
Upon discovering the effects of heliotite and encountering the exo-indigenous’s uses of it for ritual
gatherings, the Global Space Agency had tried to keep the lid on the substance, and requisitioned
all the lunar land and valleys where the asteroids containing the glowing blue crystal were found.
It was only 5-10 years after the initial asteroid incident that the legend of the medicinal wonders of
heliotite found their way out into discussions on the underground sat-coms back on Earth. Some
had said the crystals themselves were a mere vehicle, almost like the super-sonic tunnel-ports, but
through which one was not burdened by mere terrestrial, land-based travel and in an instant would
connect and transit the user with a one-way ticket to an extra-terrestrial inter-planetary encounter
at the edge of another universe.
The rumors about heliotite had all but dissipated by the end of the 2060s. Its import seemed to ebb
and flow with the early days of the Lunar Eco-Tours and the Space Elevator. Some had said the
heliotite, while having a minor medicinal effect on the human’s overall wellbeing, and no real
lasting side-effects, was more hype than anything else: some form of exo-tang of the late 21st
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collision on the dark side of the moon 30 years ago, but I’ve seen plenty of
exo-indigenous still using it for certain rituals. So you’re telling me they’ve
found another cache of the blue metal on-planet? If the new-growth exoforest is really finally being installed on-planet then it means that the
shaman in charge of making sure the install goes well will no doubt have a
significant portion of heliotite to fulfill the ritual. Doesn’t the Archive
already have enough of the blue metal in their museum?”
Kilgore swore he walked right past a huge chunk of the blue metal,
encased in a large glass receptacle, glowing in the Archive’s main atrium
only hours earlier. Why did they need to mess with the exo-Indigenous
who were already helping a great deal by agreeing to oversee the
installation of the new-growth forest? Thousands and thousands of
kilometers of cloned vegetation that would radically terraform the dead
zones of the once vast forest regions of the Northern states. I guess it was
more of a formality than anything. Somebody would probably pay
handsomely for a small piece of heliotite. Kilgore would probably find a
way to leave as much of the sacred exo-metal with the shaman as he
could. As for the star-map, Kilgore was sure that was a relic the shaman
wouldn’t care about handing over. Kilgore had spent enough time in Cave
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century. A mere archaeological remnant from the lunar digs during the early days of Lunar EcoTours. Some kind of rare form of extra-terrestrial tobacco, one more pleasurable vice that simply
had an extra-terrestrial origin so they could charge 200 Global Rupees for it, nothing that special,
really. Folklore timed to distract people from the fear perpetuated by the asteroid shower that had
initially decimated the moon during the run-up to the launch of the multi-trillion dollar Lunar EcoTours.
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City training with exo-shamans to know that they already had the starmaps memorized anyway. Who knows, the shamans might have initially
begun sketching out the star-maps merely as something to barter with for
occasions just like this. Just another gig in relic services.
“You know, Lama Dorje. The next time you want to pass on some
information about a job for the Archive and Relic Services, just give me a
bowl of tea and tell me. We can skip on the whole three-hour trail run.
Unless you’re starting to like those gill-runners?”
Lama Dorje smiled.
“Ah, but what fun would it be for me to simply tell you immediately
the news of more employment, when I’m up here all day long gazing out
onto the horizon! It’s more fun to make it more mysterious! Besides, I now
have to wear these damn fish-shoes for the next six months! I might as
well get used to them.”
Memory Work.
Kilgore had said something very similar only ten years earlier when
he had slipped on his first pair of trail shoes and set out for a 10km run.
And Kilgore could see by the height of the sun in the sky that he still
had about three hours left of daylight in order to make it back to Bamboo
City before the sun set. He stood up and patted his old friend on the back.
And then Kilgore was off— almost floating himself— back down the stone
steps.
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He could hear his old Buddhist teacher’s voice echoing down the
steps from high above from the monastery garden.
“I will see you upon your return. We still have to finish our match
of Chandraki! The Sky, master Whitaker. The Sky!… let it lead you and be
your friend like so many moons ago when we first met!”
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